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Abstract
Extreme precipitation events pose a threat to life, property, and economic
growth throughout the United States and across the world. Although extensive re-
search has focused on improving understanding of extreme precipitation at short
space and time scales, there is still much that needs to be understood on the sub-
seasonal to seasonal (S2S) timescale. This thesis uses a database of observed S2S
extreme precipitation events in the United States and high-resolution ground-based
radar observations to identify the leading source of precipitation, either convective
or stratiform, and how it varies based on event type (location, dynamics, season,
etc.). S2S precipitation events are defined as 2-week precipitation accumulations
that exceed the 95th percentile accumulation for a given location and time period,
along with exceedance of percentile thresholds and spatial extent criteria. A 3-D
radar echo classification algorithm was used to objectively stratify precipitation into
convective and stratiform components. Using these identified events, atmospheric
variables from reanalysis (i.e., geopotential height, winds, 850 hPa relative humidity,
850 hPa temperature, mean sea level pressure, and precipitable water) are used to
gain an understanding of the evolution of the atmospheric state during the precipi-
tation events. Common synoptic patterns seen during these events include troughing
upstream of the precipitating region, deep moisture transport into the region, and a
synoptic-scale boundary in close proximity to precipitation. For example, the North-
ern Plains, Great Lakes, and Northeast events were all characterized as mid-latitude
environments; whereas the Southern Plains had 3 mid-latitude events and 3 tropical
events, and the Southeast had 4 mid-latitude events and 2 tropical events. The pri-
mary differentiation among these different environments were the upper-level forcing
(or lack thereof for tropical environments) and baroclinic boundaries associated with
extratropical cyclones. Seasonally, tropical environments and associated convective
dominance took place in the summer to early fall across the Southern Plains and
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Southeast. Regions that were more poleward (i.e., Northern Plains, Great Lakes,
and Northeast) were predominately stratiform dominant, except for a few events in
the summer where convection was dominant. All together, these results represent a
progressive step forward in helping understand S2S events and their characteristics




Extreme precipitation events are a natural disaster in the contiguous United States
(CONUS) that pose a threat to life, property, and the economy. Although flooding can
emerge from multiple different origins (i.e., snow melt, river flooding, coastal flooding,
etc.), extreme precipitation contributes significantly to this problem. Floods were the
second deadliest United States weather-related hazard in 2018, behind heat-related
deaths. Moreover, floods were the third costliest weather-related hazard that year
at just over $1.6 billion, trailing only behind tropical cyclones and fire weather (Na-
tional Weather Service, 2018a). The U.S Natural Hazard Statistics showed that from
1989-2018, floods were the second deadliest weather-related hazard, trailing behind
heat (National Weather Service, 2018b). These devastating hazards and associated
losses reiterate the need for improved understanding of these extreme precipitation
events. Although extensive research has focused on improving understanding of ex-
treme precipitation at short space and time scales, there is still much that needs to
be understood at the subseasonal to seasonal (S2S) timescale. To help the lack of
understanding at this timescale, this study is a part of the Prediction of Rainfall
Extremes at Subseasonal to Seasonal Periods (PRES2IP) project, funded through
the National Science Foundation (NSF) Prediction of and Resilience against Extreme
Events (PREEVENTS) program. The primary goal of the PRES2IP project is to
understand the primary forcings and large-scale dynamics of extreme precipitation
events on the S2S timescale. These S2S extreme precipitation events tend to have
more widespread impacts than daily or sub-daily precipitation events owing to the
spatial scale and longevity of each event. Flash flooding events, which are on a time
scale of hours to a day, are predominately caused by convective precipitation. On the
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S2S timescale, however, the primary source of precipitation is not well-understood.
To understand the nature of these extreme precipitation events, it is important to
identify the leading source of precipitation, either convective or stratiform.
1.1 Socioeconomic Impacts of Extreme Precipitation Events
Flooding events are naturally occurring events that depend on a multitude of
factors such as rainfall rates and amounts, topography of a given region, land use of
the region, and antecedent moisture conditions (Funk, 2006). Extreme precipitation
events can be destructive to a society when people are located in vulnerable locations
that are more susceptible to flooding. Ashley and Ashley (2008) studied a 47-yr
period and found that there were a total of 4586 reported fatalities from flooding
across the CONUS. In addition, they found that people between the ages of 10 and
29, and greater than 60 years old are more vulnerable to floods.
A specific example of an extreme precipitation event occurred in Colorado dur-
ing September 2013 when multiple days of rainfall led to historical flooding across
the area. In fact, a 24-hr rainfall record was set for Boulder when 9.08 inches
fell between 0000 UTC 12 September and 0000 UTC 13 September 2013 (National
Weather Service, 2013). This event was responsible for nearly $4 billion in dam-
ages, 9 fatalities, over 19,000 persons evacuated, and multiple homes, businesses, and
roads/infrastructures destroyed. In Louisville, Kentucky on 1 March 1997, a 24-h
rainfall record was obtained by the NWS Warning Forecast Office (WFO) at 10.48
inches. During this extreme event, approximately $200 million in damages occurred
in the Louisville metro area, along with two interstate highways closed, and tens of
thousands of people evacuated from their homes (National Weather Service, 1997).
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1.2 Short Duration and Long Duration Precipitation Events
Per the American Meteorological Society, a flash flood is caused by a rapid in-
crease in the water level in relatively small areas that occurs within minutes to hours
as the result of intense rainfall, ice jams, or levee and dam failures (American Me-
teorological Society, 2017). Short duration rainfall events are often more hazardous
than slower and longer duration floods because of the difficulty in providing warning
and emergency response (Ahern et al., 2005). Maddox et al. (1979) was the first
to examine the atmospheric patterns associated with flash flood events across the
CONUS. This study identified four characteristic patterns that were common among
151 flash flood events. This study concluded that the heavy rains were produced
by convective storms, high surface dewpoints, high moisture content throughout the
tropospheric layer, and vertical wind shear that was weak to moderate throughout
the cloud depth. Several studies (e.g., Brooks and Stensrud, 2000; Schumacher and
Johnson, 2006; Dougherty and Rasmussen, 2019; Moore et al., 2015) have looked at
climatologies of extreme and flash flood events in the U.S. and found that a major-
ity of these events occur in the warm season. Moore et al. (2015) analyzed extreme
precipitation events in the southeastern United States (SEUS) and found that these
events occur more frequently in the western portion of the SEUS during the cold
season and in the eastern portion during the warm season. Without the influence of
tropical cyclones, however, 24-hour extreme precipitation events involved more ther-
modynamic influences in the warm season, whereas the cold season was influenced
by more dynamical contributions (i.e., integrated water vapor transport and rising
motion).
On a similar timescale but a broader spatial scale, other studies assessed charac-
teristics of regional extreme precipitation events (e.g., Konrad, 1997; Hitchens et al.,
2012; Moore et al., 2012; Stevenson and Schumacher, 2014; Moore et al., 2015). Kon-
rad (1997) examined the characteristic synoptic-scale features associated with heavy
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rainfall events during the warm season across the southeastern United States and
found five distinct patterns. In four of the five characteristic patterns, heavy rainfall
is associated with high levels of moisture at 700-mb. In addition, ridging associ-
ated with 850-mb warm air advection was also a key component to heavy rainfall
across the southeast United States. Hitchens et al. (2012) used the National Centers
for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) stage-II hourly precipitation dataset to explore
extreme precipitation across the midwestern United States. This study found that the
majority of the events occurred during the summer months, and a drop in frequency
between summer and fall. Moore et al. (2012) investigated the physical processes that
resulted in devastating flash flooding and prolonged heavy rainfall across western and
central Tennessee and Kentucky. The primary support to the longevity of this event
was a consistent corridor of deep moisture aided by a strong southerly low-level jet
(LLJ) that was positioned between lee troughing over the eastern Mexico coast and
a broad, ridge over the southeastern United States.
Certain case studies have aimed to improve the predictability and understanding
of key features associated with extreme rainfall events (e.g., Marciano and Lackmann,
2017; Schroeder et al., 2016). Marciano and Lackmann (2017) looked at the exces-
sive rainfall associated with Hurricane Joaquin and found that the diabatic outflow
from the hurricane slowed the eastward progression of an upper-level trough. In
turn, this provided enhancement of the jet streak and allowed for excessive moisture
transport into the region where the flooding event occurred. Schroeder et al. (2016)
used archived sounding data and climatological precipitable water (PW) distributions
to examine multiple urban flooding events from 1977-2014. A major finding in this
study was that these locally heavy precipitation events are characterized by extremely
anomalous PW values, with a majority of the events exceeding the 99th percentile.
With a similar framework, but a different timescale, Flanagan et al. (2018) looked at
atmospheric patterns associated with pluvial years. This study defined a subregion
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to be a pluvial year if the calendar-year total precipitation is 10% greater than the
climatological annual total precipitation for that subregion. Pluvial patterns across
the southern Great Plains (SGP) showed negative height anomalies over the south-
western United States while the northern Great Plains (NGP) were represented by
anomalously lower heights in the northwest United States. A key driver for the ex-
treme rainfall events during these pluvial years was an east-west height gradient and
strong moisture fluxes that were oriented poleward. Schubert et al. (2008) examined
seasonal precipitation in the Great Plains using an ensemble of century-long atmo-
spheric general circulation model (AGCM) output and found that pluvial years were
more predictable than drought years. In fact, during the warm season the role of the
Atlantic sea surface temperatures (SSTs) acts to force change in the Bermuda high
and allow for low-level moisture advection into the region. These studies established
an understanding of daily or even sub-weekly extreme precipitation, but a similar
understanding of events at the S2S timescale is an emerging focus.
1.3 Convective and Stratiform Components and Their Impacts
Most precipitation systems can be decomposed into two dynamically and micro-
physically unique modes, convective and stratiform (e.g., Houghton, 1968; Battan,
1973; Anagnostou, 2004; Morrison et al., 2009), though the distinction may not al-
ways be evident in observations. One of the main ways to physically differentiate be-
tween these two modes is based on the magnitude of the in-cloud vertical air motions
(Steiner et al., 1995). From a thermodynamic perspective, the vertical distribution
of diabatic heating is distinctly different in convective and stratiform regions (Houze,
1982, 1989; Johnson, 1984). Not only is it important to distinguish between these
modes from a thermodynamic standpoint, it is also important to distinguish between
their differing precipitation growth mechanisms (Houghton, 1968). Atlas and Ulbrich
(2006) demonstrated the necessity to characterize the physical and dynamic nature of
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rain storms by using remote sensing for more precise rainfall estimates. The studies
above enforce the need to continue to study these precipitation modes in order to
better understand their relative contributions to extreme events.
Another way to distinguish between convective and stratiform precipitation is
through interpretation or radar reflectivity. Many avenues of research have followed
this path to evaluate microphysical differences between convective and stratiform pre-
cipitation (e.g., Steiner et al., 1995; Chen et al., 2019; Yang et al., 2019). Other stud-
ies have utilized radar observations in order to improve rainfall estimations (Chan-
drasekar et al., 1993; Austin, 1987; Kirsch et al., 2019) and rainfall rate calculations
(Marshall and Palmer, 1948; Ryzhkov et al., 2005; Giangrande and Ryzhkov, 2008;
Ryzhkov et al., 2014). Marshall and Palmer (1948) established the conventional
rainfall rate calculation by relating reflectivity factor (Z) and rainfall rate (R) using
a power law distribution. This research has motivated countless other radar-based
rainfall studies. Dual Polarization (Dual Pol), which adds vertical polarization to
the traditional horizontally polarized wave, can help to accurately discern the physics
of the radar return. In turn, this allows better discrimination between precipitation
types (i.e., rain, snow, and hail). Chandrasekar et al. (1993) combined horizontal
reflectivity factor (RZH), differential reflectivity (RDR), and specific differential prop-
agation phase (RDP) to derive the best estimate of rainfall using multiparameter
radars. This study found that using RZH is best for light rain, and a combination
of RDR and RDP for moderate and heavy rainfall rates. One of the primary advan-
tages of a Dual Pol radar is the improvement of quantitative precipitation estimation
(QPE) because a polarimetric radar is capable of measuring multiple variables from
two orthogonally polarized radar beams. Ryzhkov et al. (2005) used Z, differential
reflectivity(ZDR), and specific differential phase (KDP) to create a rainfall algorithm
for rainfall estimation. By using this algorithm, the root mean square (rms) error of
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hourly rain estimates were reduced by 3.7 times for areal rainfall measurements when
compared to conventional nonpolarimetric relations.
Comparing fractions of convective and stratiform precipitation is important for
climatological studies estimating the heating of the atmosphere and the precipitation
contributed by each source. Steiner and Houze (1997) examined the monthly con-
vective rain fraction to variations of the same Z-R relationship used in radar-derived
rainfall estimation. This study found a large range of ambiguity for convective rain
fractions which ranged from 30% to 80%, depending on the choice of Z-R parame-
ters. In contrast, the convective rain fraction in Melbourne, Florida from this study
ranged from 80% to 100%, likely owing to dominance of precipitation from sea-breeze-
triggered, multicellular storms around that region. Tao et al. (2010) investigated the
relationship between surface rainfall, rainfall intensity, and its associated stratiform
amount by using the precipitation dataset from Tropical Rainfall Measurement Mis-
sion (TRMM) Precipitation Radar (PR) for the global tropics and subtropics. The
results from this study showed that moderate-high stratiform fractions are associated
with light rain intensities, whereas convective fractions are associated with higher
intensities, but are skewed toward weaker rain rates. Schumacher and Houze (2003)
also used TRMM PR to explore stratiform rainfall in the tropics and found that
stratiform rain accounts for 40% of the total rainfall. The sensitivities of convective
and stratiform fractions could differ in mid latitudes and even on a regional basis.
The aforementioned studies above, along with a knowledge gap in the S2S timescale
create a pathway for exploration into convective and stratiform sensitivities across
the CONUS using high spatial and temporal resolution observations.
Challenges, variations, and limitations all arise when using radar for rain rate cal-
culations. Heavy stratiform rain is often misclassified as convective, and precipitation
along the perimeter of convective cores is often misclassified as stratiform (Biggerstaff
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and Listemaa, 2000). Uncertainties in Z-R relationships are present for estimated ex-
tremes, or the presence of hail or snow when rain is expected (Austin, 1987; Hasan
et al., 2014; Seed et al., 2007). Limitations and uncertainties associated with single
polarization radars for Z-R relationships include radar miscalibration, attenuation,
ground clutter, beam blockage, variability of the Z-R relation, range effects, vertical
variability of the precipitation system, and vertical air motion and precipitation drift
(Villarini and Krajewski, 2010). While Dual Pol can provide better estimates of rain-
fall when compared to single Pol for a diverse range of storm types, Dual Pol radars are
not consistent for all storms or radars (Cunha et al., 2013). Specifically, Cunha et al.
(2013) studied three significant rainfall events in the Kansas City, MO and found that
Dual Pol rainfall estimation improvements depend on the range-dependent sampling
of the vertical structure of the storms and the associated hydrometeor type.
1.4 The Relationship Between Rainfall Extremes and Climate
Change
As previously mentioned above, extreme rainfall and associated flash flooding are
one of the most costly and dangerous natural hazards in the world. Extreme daily
rainfall frequency and/or intensity has increased over multiple continents through-
out the 20th century (Alexander et al., 2006). The potential for the intensity and
frequency of extreme rainfall to increase with anthropogenic climate change is of
considerable societal concern. Min et al. (2011) was one of the first studies to de-
tect human influence on daily extreme rainfall intensification. In addition, Coumou
and Rahmstorf (2012) studied extreme weather events across the world from 2000 to
2011 and found that precipitation extremes will greatly increase in a warming climate
because warmer air is capable of holding more moisture. In addition, increased mois-
ture content owing to warmer temperatures can foster more latent energy to drive
storms. Trenberth et al. (2003) discussed the characteristics of precipitation under
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a changing climate and found that frequencies of precipitation events will decrease,
but intensities of precipitation will increase. This is due in part to the increase of
precipitable water (PWAT) below 500 mb over the Western Hemisphere north of the
equator by about 5% decade−1 (Ross and Elliott, 1996). On a more narrow scale,
Westra et al. (2014) looked at subdaily extreme rainfall intensification due to anthro-
pogenic climate change and described the understanding of atmospheric temperature
and extreme rainfall intensity. From a physical standpoint, atmospheric temperature
strongly affects the intensity of extreme rainfall because the amount of water vapor
that can exist in the air increases with increasing temperature and thus, more mois-
ture availability to rainfall events. The atmosphere’s capacity to contain water vapor
is defined by the Clausius-Clapeyron (CC) equation which expresses the relationship
between air’s water capacity and its temperature. The CC relationship, consider-
ing the surface with a pressure of 105Pa at typical surface temperatures, increases
at roughly 7% per degree celsius (C) from 0-24◦C and about 6% per degree above
24◦C (Westra et al., 2014). In fact, Westra et al. (2014) used a Clausius-Clapeyron
(CC) scaling method to help build a theoretical basis for extreme rainfall and found
that the intensity of hourly or sub-hourly extreme rainfall is more sensitive to local
temperature change compared to daily-scale rainfall.
From a modeling standpoint, daily and even longer temporal outputs from general
circulation models (GCMs) suggest that extreme rainfall intensities will increase in
the mid latitudes with a warming climate (Meehl et al., 2007). Kunkel et al. (2013)
showed that there is clear evidence for future increases in the probable maximum
precipitation on a daily temporal scale for the CONUS using Coupled Model Inter-
comparison Project phase 5 (CMIP5) GCMs. In addition, magnitudes of water vapor
changes follow temperature changes similar to that from the CC relationship. Studies
using Expert Team on Climate Change Detection and Indices (ETCCDI) have indi-
cated large-scale statistically significant increases in extreme rainfall into the future
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(Sillmann et al., 2013). The aforementioned studies help explain the potential for fu-
ture increases in rainfall intensities and/or frequencies with a warming climate. The
goal of this study is to fill the knowledge gap of extreme precipitation within the S2S
timescale by understanding the source of precipitation, either convective or strati-
form. Primary forcings and large-scale drivers of these events will also be an area of






All radar data used in this study are from the Next Generation Weather Radar
(NEXRAD) Weather Surveillance Radar-1988 Doppler (WSR-88D) network (Crum
and Alberty, 1993) and the archived data were extracted from Amazon Web services
(AWS). The archives included three-dimensional data from each radar system (level 2
data), and were provided on a spherical grid (azimuth, elevation, and range) from the
origin of each radar location. Observations from each radar were processed using the
Gridded NEXRAD WSR-88D Radar (Gridrad) software and are binned with temporal
resolution of 5-min intervals, latitude-longitude grid spacing of 0.02◦ ( 2 km), and a
0.5 to 1-km spacing in the vertical. During the binning process, a Gaussian function
is used to weight each individual radar observation out to 300 km in range within a
5-min time interval centered on the analysis time. The minimal detectable signal at
a 300 km range is 7.5 dBZ; however, the minimum reflectivity threshold for GridRad
data is 0 dBZ.
All precipitation data are from the Parameter Regression on Independent Slopes
Model (PRISM), which have daily precipitation data with a 4-km resolution from
1981 to present (Daly et al., 2000; PRISM Climate Group). Atmospheric variables
from Modern-Era Retrospective Analysis for Research and Applications version 2
(MERRA-2) daily data with a 0.625◦ x 0.5◦ horizontal grid are used to evaluate the
synoptic features associated with each S2S event (Gelaro et al., 2017). Variables
include geopotential heights, wind barbs (kt), 850 hPa relative humidity (RH), 850
hPa temperature, mean sea level pressure (MSLP), and precipitable water (PWAT).
Each variable is produced at 3-hour increments. For RH, any value that is greater
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than 80% will be considered ”high”. For PWAT, any value greater than 40 mm in
the SP, SE, and GL will be considered ”high”, and any value greater than 30 mm in
the NP and NE will be considered ”high”. These regional thresholds were based off
the Storm Prediction Center’s (SPC) sounding climatology page (Storm Prediction
Center (SPC)). SPC’s climatology page has a 91-day moving average for all of the
sounding locations across the CONUS. Here, the 90th percentile moving average was
chosen as a good threshold to identify maximum PWAT values during each event.
Considering most of the events in this study took place during late spring-summer, the
aforementioned regional thresholds reflect this time period. It should be noted that
this is location-dependent; that being said, the subjective threshold still holds a good
representation of the broader region. Archived surface analyses with observations
were created at a 3-hour temporal resolution, were used from the Weather Prediction
Center (WPC) (Weather Prediction Center, 2020). Surface analysis observations
include temperature and dew point temperature (in F), wind (kt), sea-level pressure,
and surface fronts and boundaries.
2.2 Methods
2.2.1 Extreme Event Definition
S2S events used in this study came from a database created by Jennrich et al.
(2020), and were found based on an algorithm using a 14-day sliding window from 1
January 1981 to 31 December 2010. They chose the 95th percentile of the distribution
to define extreme precipitation at a given location and divided the CONUS into six
regions in order to compare and contrast characteristic patterns associated with S2S
extreme precipitation events (Figure 2.1 in Jennrich et al. (2020)). In this study,
however, the Great Plains (GP) is further divided into two sub-regions, Northern
Plains (NP) and Southern Plains (SP) in order to better delineate between the two
regions. In addition, the Mountain West (MW) and West Coast (WC) will not be
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used in this study owing to poor radar coverage in these mountainous areas (Westrick
et al., 1999).
Within a regional framework, four criteria are used to define each 14-day extreme
precipitation event. Firstly, the total area rainfall exceeding the 95th percentile of the
14-day precipitation must be above a threshold (Table 1 in Jennrich et al. (2020)).
Next, two exclusionary criteria were set for these events; area-averaged precipitation
must exceed 10 mm day-1 for 5 of the total 14-day sliding window, and the heaviest
rainfall day and surrounding two days must not exceed 50% of the event precipitation.
Finally, if any of the 14-day events are overlapping with another events’ window, the
14-day event with the greatest cumulative precipitation is chosen. Events were cre-
ated from these criteria and were characterized by region. During 2008, the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) upgraded the WSR-88D radars
to produce increased spatial resolution data, or in other words, Super Resolution
(National Weather Service, 2017). In addition, radar data is routinely available from
2006-present. Because of this, events that were selected for this study were all after
2008, to avoid impacts of varying data quality/resolution in the analyses (i.e., com-
paring radar data from before 2008 and after 2008). In total, there are 27 cases in
this study; 6 in the SP, 6 in the Southeast (SE), 5 in the NP, 5 in the Great Lakes
(GL), and 5 in the Northeast (NE). For some regions, these were all of the events
available since 2008, and preference was given to the most recent events in regions
where there were more than 5 events.
Fig. 2.1 shows an example of the total PRISM precipitation from one of the cases
that took place in the SP from April 26, 2009 to May 09, 2009 (hereafter SP20090426).
The black contours represent the grid points within the regional domain that are
considered extreme as previously defined from Jennrich et al. (2020). In subsequent
chapters and sections of this thesis, plots will be shown like Fig. 2.1, but will only
include precipitation in regions where the grid points are labeled as extreme.
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Figure 2.1: Total precipitation (mm) from PRISM for a case in the SP from April
26, 2009 to May 09, 2009. Areas that are labeled as extreme are delineated by black
contours.
2.2.2 Radar-Based Rainfall Characterization
Radar utilization for convective/stratiform separation has been well-documented
over the years (Steiner et al., 1995; Biggerstaff and Listemaa, 2000; Feng et al., 2011;
Powell et al., 2016). For example, Steiner et al. (1995) used a three-step procedure
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for identifying convective precipitation. First, any grid point within the radar reflec-
tivity field that exceeded 40 dBZ is automatically labeled as convection. Second, a
threshold based on the average background intensity field is used to see if any grid
points near the convective maximum should be labeled as convective. Third, for
any grid point that is labeled as convective from the first 2 criteria, all surround-
ing grid points within an intensity-dependent radius, are also labeled as convective.
Biggerstaff and Listemaa (2000) built upon the commonly used Steiner et al. (1995)
method by computing the vertical lapse rate of ZH in the 3-km layer above the ZH
column-maximum value in order to improve the classification of heavy stratiform rain
(originally classified as convective), and the periphery of convective cores (originally
classified as stratiform). These studies have incorporated some information about
the vertical structure of the storm, and their primary classification between convec-
tive and stratiform precipitation is completed using a single low-altitude threshold of
ZH. In particular, this threshold is disadvantageous because it does not account for
the full vertical column within a storm. One study in particular that leverages the
three-dimensional reflectivity field to provide confident stratiform/convection type
for a given echo is that outlining the Storm Labeling in Three Dimensions (SL3D)
algorithm (Starzec et al., 2017). SL3D is a storm classification algorithm that sepa-
rates radar echo into five components: convection, convective updraft, precipitating
stratiform, nonprecipitating stratiform, and ice-only anvil. In this study, SL3D was
able to identify larger regions of convection (often misclassified) amongst several cases
of varying complexity, intensity, and regionality. The methodology in Starzec et al.
(2017) will be the methodology used in this study in order to differentiate between
convective and stratiform precipitation.
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2.2.3 Sensitivity Tests and Final Analysis Approach
Using a radar-based approach for precipitation estimates and characterization has
limitations and these limitations have been well-documented by previous research.
Limitations such as the microphysical differences between stratiform and convective
precipitation (Houghton, 1968). Houghton (1968) found that the microphysical dif-
ferences lie in the magnitude of in-cloud vertical motions and the timescale of the
precipitation growth processes, which ultimately lead to biases if a single Z-R re-
lationship is used for convective and stratiform precipitation. If the differences in
vertical motion within the cloud are not accounted for, this will lead to biases in rain-
fall rates. Another limitation is data availability and gaps in the NEXRAD WSR-88D
network. Westrick et al. (1999) found that as a result of terrain blockage, shallow
precipitation, and low freezing levels, only one-fourth to one-third of the land surface
across the MW and WC have sufficient radar coverage for precipitation estimation.
Miscalibration is another key limitation that affects QPE. For example, Smith et al.
(1996) found that on average, the Tulsa, Oklahoma (KINX) radar rainfall estimates
were 30% greater than by the Oklahoma City, Oklahoma (KTLX) in the overlapping
area due to miscalibration. Smith et al. (2000) found similar results when the bias in
rainfall estimation over the Houston, Texas (KHGX) radar and attributed the biases
to miscalibration and drop size distribution (DSD). Brightband contamination, which
is a ZH maximum occurring near/in the melting layer in stratiform precipitation, can
lead to serious radar-based overestimates in accumulated surface rainfall (Biggerstaff
and Listemaa, 2000; Gourley and Calvert, 2003). These limitations all impact the
rain totals/rates considerably, however, it is not clear what the sensitivity in convec-
tive/stratiform rain fraction is. This study aims to use the fractions of convection and
stratiform to get a better idea of the dominating source of precipitation by region.
There are numerous rain-rate relationships that can be used in order to identify the
fractions of each source of precipitation. The NEXRAD upgrade to dual-polarization,
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many studies have aimed at producing more accurate estimates of rainfall using dual-
polarization variables. As mentioned in Section 1.3, Ryzhkov et al. (2005, 2014)
(hereafter called the polarimetric relationship and specific attenuation relationship,
respectively) used different polarimetric variables to gain a better understanding of
rainfall estimates. These studies used dual-polarization variables because Z-R rela-
tionships are typically biased high for weak rain rates, and low for high rain rates
where microphysical diversity is large for radar measurements. There are, however,
well-established Z-R relationships for the U.S. that are commonly applied for research
and nowcasting applications with NEXRAD WSR-88D data (Grams et al., 2014). The
ideal stratiform Z-R relationship is a hybrid between warm stratiform rain and cool
stratiform rain relationships based on the reflectivity thresholds in Table 1 of Warn-
ing Decision Training Division (WDTD) (2014). Ideal convective Z-R relationships
comprise a tropical relationship and a mid-latitude relationship (Table 2 in Warning
Decision Training Division (WDTD) (2014)) for which knowledge of the meteoro-
logical environment informs their use for a given event. These well-calibrated Z-R
relationships are used in this study to determine convective/stratiform rain fractions.
Radar data acquisition over a large spatiotemporal scale is computationally ex-
pensive. For this reason, sensitivities of retrieved rain fractions to data frequency were
evaluated at 5-minute, 10-minute, 15-minute, 20-minute, and 30 minute increments.
Fig. 2.2 illustrates the convective fraction of the same case when the time increment
is adjusted. In Fig. 2.2a-c, there is little-to-no sensitivity in the data among the time
intervals. When the time interval is every 20 minutes (i.e., Fig. 2.2d), however, the
patterns begin to become more coarse and variable. At 20 and 30 minutes intervals,
too much of the signal gleaned from higher temporal sampling is missed in a 14-day
event. Thus, it was determined that using 15-minute data for each 14-day case would
not adversely affect the resulting fractions but increase efficiency.
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Figure 2.2: Total convective fraction with time sensitivities of a.) 5 minutes b.) 10
minutes c.) 15 minutes d.) 20 minutes and e.) 30 minutes from a case in the SP that
took place from October 09, 2018 to October 23, 2018.
To determine which rain rate relationship will best represent the convective/stratiform
fractions for each region, sensitivities among the different relationships were evalu-
ated. Fig. 2.3 shows the sensitivities among 2 different rain-rate relationships. These
relationships are calculated differently and use dual-polarization variables (Fig. 2.3a)
and single-polarization variables (Fig. 2.3b). The sensitivities to these relationships
are very similar and they paint a consistent picture in terms of the fractions of con-
vective rainfall. With that being said, to use a longer temporal period for radar data
(i.e., cases before 2013 when Dual Pol was unavailable), using the mid-latitude Z-R
relationship and the tropical Z-R relationship, along with the hybrid stratiform rela-
tion to assess the fractions associated with convection and stratiform, is sufficient for
the goal of this study.
To summarize, the steps that are taken in this study are as follows:
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Figure 2.3: Total convective fraction for a.) polarimetric relationship and b.) mid-
latitude Z-R relationship from a case in the SP that took place from October 09, 2018
to October 23, 2018.
1. Create 15-minute GridRad data for each of the 27 events.
2. Classify echoes at each GridRad time as either convective or stratiform using
SL3D.
3. Estimate rain rates from the radar observations at each GridRad time and
accumulate the rainfall from the convective/stratiform echoes separately for
rainfall fraction analyses.
4. Leverage convective/stratiform rainfall fractions for event evaluation to charac-
terize the dominant source of precipitation.
5. Analyze synoptic patterns to identify drivers of each event (see Section 3.2).
To determine the dominant source of precipitation, there are three metrics that are
leveraged in this study. The first metric is to find how much of the extreme area is
dominated by convection. Additionally, in these extreme areas dominated by con-
vection, the average convective rain fraction was also found. Thirdly, by weighting
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the total PRISM precipitation volume in each grid box by the radar-determined rain
fraction, the amount of precipitation that was caused by each source is calculated.
By using these metrics, the dominant source of precipitation and the amount of pre-
cipitation from that source for each case can be found and will be used for physical
understanding. Effectively, the physical characteristics of each event give insight
about the synoptic patterns and the forcings at play in creating that event, which
say something about how well that event might be forecast on a climate scale. Using
the aforementioned atmospheric variables in Section 2.1 for 250 hPa, 500 hPa, 850
hPa, and surface analyses, the primary driving mechanisms for each event can be
evaluated. In addition, these synoptic-scale features will be able to help distinguish
which Z-R relationship is more relevant for each case. In turn, this will give the most
appropriate value of convective dominance, which will eventually give understanding





Previous research on distinct synoptic patterns associated with extreme precip-
itation events has been well-documented throughout recent history. Short duration
extreme precipitation events in North America have been characterized to have syn-
optic fronts, orographic ascent, and atmospheric rivers across many regions (Barlow
et al., 2019). Although these characteristic patterns are not at the S2S scale, they
may shed light on repeating patterns within the S2S time frame. Jennrich et al.
(2020) found that for 14-day S2S events, 500-hPa geopotential heights and integrated
vapor transport (IVT) were good variables to assess leading synoptic patterns for
extreme precipitation across the CONUS. IVT is a measure of vertically integrated
column of moisture from 1000 hPa to 200 hPa. Smith et al. (2010) studied 3 floods
along the Delaware River basin and found that strong moist flow at 850 hPa was
a key contributor to the flooding. Another study found that anomalous values of
PWAT play a significant role in urban flooding across the CONUS (Schroeder et al.,
2016). Using geopotential heights at 250 hPa and 500 hPa with wind speeds help
show the large-scale forcings from the upper troposphere, and focusing on moisture
variables at the 850 hPa level and the surface help show how deep the moisture is for
each case. In addition, temperature advection at the 850 hPa level can help gain an




This section is designed to highlight a single case and outline the step-by-step
process that was used for each case for the synoptic evaluation. For the example
case, SP20090426 will be used from Section 2.2.1. Fig. 3.1 shows the total daily
precipitation from PRISM for SP20090426 with only the precipitation associated
with the extreme grid points plotted. From this figure, it appears that 4/27-4/30,
5/2-5/3, 5/6, and 5/8 were the days that produced the majority of precipitation,
therefore, these are the days that will be the primary focus of this analysis.
A top-down approach is used to assess the synoptic characteristics, starting with
250 hPa. Maps of 250hPa with 3-hour increments from MERRA-2 include geopo-
tential heights (dam) and wind (in kts). From these maps, troughs/ridges and jet
streaks/maxima can be analyzed. Fig. 3.2 shows an example of what a 250 hPa anal-
ysis map looks like. In this figure, a longwave trough was evident with the trough
axis upstream of the region. In addition, a jet streak with roughly 60-70 ms−1 flow
was orientated southwest to northeast along the Rocky Mountains. Another strong
jet maxima was located over Ontario/Quebec, Canada which acted to strengthen the
shortwave ridge downstream of the SP.
Fig. 3.3 shows the same variables as Fig. 3.2, but for 500 hPa. In this figure, a
longwave trough was also apparent across the MW with jet streaks located along the
base and downstream of the trough, and another weaker jet streak upstream of the
trough axis over the northwestern CONUS. These jet streaks allow the trough to dig
further to the south and helped provide large-scale ascent over the region (discussed
later in this Chapter). In addition, another strong jet streak was located along the
border of Ontario and Quebec, Canada. In turn, the shortwave ridge downstream of
the SP would build, and the longwave trough upstream of the SP remained in place,
allowing for longer duration of large-scale ascent.
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Figure 3.1: Total daily precipitation (mm) from PRISM for a case in the SP from
April 26, 2009 to May 09, 2009. Only grid points labeled as extreme have precipitation
plotted.
Fig. 3.4 shows an 850 hPa analysis map for SP20090426. Over the SP, there was
strong southerly low-level jet (LLJ) that was transporting warm, moist air over the
region. Two areas of 850 hPa higher pressure can be seen over the Atlantic coast
and over the Ontario/Quebec, Canada border. This was due to the broad ridge over
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Figure 3.2: MERRA-2 250 hPa map with wind and geopotential height (dam) for
SP20090426 at 12Z. Filled contours represent wind (m/s).
the Atlantic coast and shortwave ridge that was overspreading the NP/GL regions.
A broad swath of high RH was also evident from the strong flow over the SP. With
an upper level longwave trough pattern upstream and a broad ridge downstream of
the region, the 850 hPa response was going to result in strong low-level southerly
advection. The 850 hPa isotherms were perpendicular to the flow along and over
west-central Texas, which resulted in warm air advection (WAA) later in the case.
WAA at this level is important for large-scale ascent as it promotes rising air from
isentropic ascent.
Fig. 3.5 shows two surface analyses, one from MERRA-2 and the other from WPC.
In this figure, there is lee troughing along the Rockies associated with the mid-level
trough that is allowing for southerly flow at the surface. It is evident that this
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Figure 3.3: As in Fig. 3.2, but for 500 hPa.
surface flow is bringing in a moderately moist airmass from the Gulf of Mexico, and
this moisture advection extends into the low-to-mid-levels (high PWAT values over
the region). In addition, there is a synoptic warm front that was situated along the
western Texas/Oklahoma panhandle, and extends into central Kansas and along the
Iowa/Missouri border. These ingredients all collocated with one another combined
to produce the rainfall for the first day in the 14-day event.
The information presented above for the one day in this case, is how every day
of the 14-event is analyzed. Key features at 250 hPa include troughs/ridges and
jet maxima; at 500 hPa include troughs/ridges and jet maxima; at 850 hPa include
WAA/CAA and associated upper-level fronts, direction of flow, high RH, cyclones or
anticyclones, and speed maxima; at the surface include synoptic fronts/boundaries,
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Figure 3.4: MERRA-2 850 hPa map with relative humidity (%), temperature (◦C),
wind (kt), and geopotential height (dam) for SP20090426 at 12Z. Filled contours
represent relative humidity (%).
Figure 3.5: Surface map from a.) MERRA-2 with MSLP (hPa) and contoured PWAT
(mm), and b.) WPC with MSLP, station plots, and frontal/synoptic boundaries for
SP20090426 at 12Z.
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cyclones/anticyclones, orientation of flow, and high PWAT. In addition to these fea-
tures, event statistics were also identified to fully characterize which Z-R relationship
bet suits each case. For example, SP20090426 will be classified as predominantly
mid-latitude environment, rather than a tropical environment. If there are any dis-
crepancies on whether a case is mid-latitude or tropical, looking at archived environ-
mental soundings for each case can help solidify the choice between mid-latitude and
tropical environments.
3.2 Regional Synoptic Characteristics
3.2.1 Southern Plains
In the SP, there were 6 events that were highlighted for the analysis of this study,
all of which took place in the late spring/early summer months. Table 3.1 shows the
synoptic characteristics of each event in the SP. Of these events, 3 were characterized
as tropical environments, and 3 were characterized as mid-latitude environments.
One of the key distinguishing factors between the tropical environments and mid-
latitude environments in this region was at the 850 hPa level. Among the mid-latitude
environments, there was either WAA or CAA at 850 hPa, whereas for the tropical
environments, there was no temperature advection. Similarly, however, deep moisture
advection seemed to be a characteristic that all of the cases shared and there was at
least one boundary over the areas that experienced precipitation.
At 250 and 500 hPa, the commonality amongst all but 1 of the cases was a trough
(either longwave or shortwave) that was positioned upstream of the region. These
troughs were more pronounced and dug further south among the cases that had mid-
latitude characteristics. This makes intuitive sense as these cases occurred in the
middle of spring where the equator-to-pole temperature gradient is still large enough
to support upper-level flow that far south. In addition, jet streaks were a contributing
factor to not only the propagation of the trough itself, but the large-scale rising motion
27



























SP20100604 Tropical Y 3 None Y
Outflow
boundary
SP20100627 Tropical Y 1 None Y
Outflow
boundary
SP20120502 Mid-lat Y 2 CAA Y Cold front
SP20130724 Tropical N 0 None Y
Outflow
boundaries
Table 3.1: Table illustrating general characteristic patterns for all cases in the SP.
The date indicated after SP represents the starting date for the 14-day event.
over the region. Jet streaks typically occurred upstream of the trough axis, which acts
to help the trough dig deeper south. Another key upper level feature that distinguishes
the mid-latitude environments from the tropical environments, is the position of the
ridge. In the mid-latitude environments, a ridge is typically positioned downstream
of the region; whereas, in the tropical environments, a ridge is directly overhead. This
difference is very important for the large-scale forcings within each environment. From
a QG framework, a trough axis upstream of the region will foster differential cyclonic
vorticity advection (DCVA), thus promoting rising motion over the region (Bluestein,
1992). This trough-ridge pattern and associated ascent will promote the development
of precipitation, and has been tied to heavy rainfall (Maddox et al., 1979).
At the 850 hPa level, areas of WAA or CAA are what delineates mid-latitude from
tropical environments. In Table 3.1, all three mid-latitude cases experience some sort
of temperature advection, whereas the tropical environments did not. At this level,
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all cases experienced high RH on days that experienced precipitation. A southerly
LLJ was common for these cases and was the primary transport of deep moisture that
overspread the SP. For SP20090426 and SP20100514, a downstream 850 hPa anticy-
clone was in place for majority of the 14-day events. This downstream anticyclone,
coupled with cyclogenesis from lee troughing, helped aid in stronger warm, moist air
advection over the region. Isentropic ascent coupled with moisture advection at the
850 hPa level allows for the environments to be primed for precipitation. On the other
hand, for SP20120502 where CAA took place, the CAA itself was not responsible for
the rising motion, but the cold front aloft (CFA) itself was responsible for the rising
motion.
At the surface, there were synoptic boundaries for all 3 of the mid-latitude cases
and weak outflow boundaries or no boundaries for the tropical cases. All cases expe-
rienced high PWAT values on days that experienced precipitation. For SP20090426
and SP20100514, a synoptic warm front was evident and help to provide lift at the
surface. A strong cold front was the primary driver for SP20120502, where the frontal
boundary tilted with height up to 850 hPa. The aforementioned outflow boundaries
for the tropical cases are not synoptically driven, but are still important for rising mo-
tion during the summer months. During the summer months in the SP, high surface
temperatures coupled with high moisture content only need weak upward motion in
order to reach the lifted condensation level (LCL). Any lingering outflow boundaries
or sea-breeze boundaries can act as a mechanism to enable a parcel to reach its LCL.
Besides SP20100627, where a majority of the precipitation fell from the outer bands
of Hurricane Alex, precipitation from the other two tropical cases was initiated by
these outflow boundaries. With weak steering flow aloft (i.e., weak 500 hPa winds),
the precipitation that fell was likely caused by multicellular storms that remained
over a single region.
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SP20090426 83.76 59.47 73.71 67.54 68.69 55.35
SP20100514 86.09 68.12 77.39 71.14 67.09 55.9
SP20100604 93.84 81.47 80.61 72.97 76.32 64.81
SP20100627 81.53 52.21 70.81 64.56 57.19 44.78
SP20120502 59.5 34.27 69.85 66.61 47.24 36.35
SP20130724 78.39 55.17 75.89 72.19 62.49 49.15
Table 3.2: Table illustrating the event statistics for the SP. The first column is the
event name with the starting date of the event. The second and third column are
the percentages of the extreme area dominated by convection for the tropical and
mid-latitude relationships, respectively. The fourth and fifth column are the average
convective rain fraction in areas dominated by convection for the tropical and mid-
latitude relationships, respectively. The sixth and seventh columns represent the total
PRISM precipitation volume fraction from convection within the extreme event area
and given by the tropical and mid-latitude relationships, respectively. All values are
represented as percentages. Bold numbers correspond to values determined by the
event characteristics.
Table 3.2 shows the statistics for each of the cases in the SP. For SP20090426,
SP20100514, and SP20120502 using the mid-latitude Z-R relationship is more ap-
propriate given the synoptic characteristics, and for SP20100604, SP20100627, and
SP20130724 using the tropical Z-R relationship is more appropriate. In this region,
convection is the dominant source of precipitation, and the precipitation that fell in
the extreme grid points was predominately convective rain. The only case not domi-
nated by convection was SP20120502, where stratiform was the dominating source.
3.2.2 Southeast
In the SE, there were 6 events that were highlighted for the analysis of this study
and ranged from early spring through winter. Table 3.3 summarizes the synoptic
characteristics of each event in the region. Of the 6 events, 4 were characterized as
mid-latitude environments, and 2 were characterized as tropical environments. There
were 3 key features that distinguished between these environments. The first differ-
ence is that there were no upper-level troughs associated with tropical environments,
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whereas troughs were evident in each of the mid-latitude cases. In addition, there
was no advection of temperature or frontal boundaries at the 850 hPa level in the
tropical environments. Lastly, the surface boundaries for the mid-latitude cases were
more synoptic-scale fronts, whereas in the tropical cases, more mesoscale boundaries
(i.e., outflow boundaries) were evident. All cases, however, experienced high RH at
850 hPa and high PWAT on days that experienced precipitation.
At 250 hPa and 500 hPa, there were two distinct patterns among the mid-latitude
cases. The first pattern among these cases included a longwave trough upstream of
the region and a blocking longwave ridge downstream of the region. A jet streak
over the SE between the trough axis and ridge axis eventually would move through
the ridge and help maintain a blocking pattern. In turn, this allowed for consistent
DCVA overspreading the SE. The other pattern associated with the mid-latitude
cases was a constant trough/shortwave trough training pattern over the entire region.
This includes a longwave trough pattern with embedded shortwaves moving through
the region. In both patterns, large-scale rising motion was in place for the onset of
precipitation. For the tropical cases, however, no troughing was evident in any of
the days that produced precipitation. In fact, ridging along the NP with weak flow
over the region was the primary pattern during precipitating days. This type of flow
pattern is expected given that these 2 cases took place in late summer/early fall where
the subtropical jet (STJ) is positioned along the northern CONUS.
At 850 hPa, areas of WAA and CAA took place in the mid-latitude cases, and
no advection of temperature took place in the tropical cases. All 6 cases had high
relative humidity at this level, regardless of the the temperature advection that took
place. For the tropical cases with weak 850 hPa flow, consistent southerly flow from
the Gulf of Mexico helped to provide deep moisture for parcels that could reach the
LCL. For the mid-latitude cases, an 850 hPa cyclone was present upstream of the
region. This provides strong warm, southerly flow and moisture advection into the
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SE20090910 Tropical N 0 None Y
Outflow
Boundaries
SE20120709 Tropical N 0 None Y
Outflow
Boundary






SE20170422 Mid-lat Y 3 CAA Y
Cold and
Warm Front
Table 3.3: As in Table 3.1, but for the SE.
region. In addition, for SE20090326, SE20151217, and SE20170422, there was CAA
and associated cold front ahead of the open warm sector that swept through the
region. These deep baroclinic zones that extended aloft were the primary forcings for
the precipitation that fell in these cases.
At the surface, a cyclone and attendant synoptic boundaries were all present in
each of the mid-latitude cases, and mesoscale boundaries were present in the tropi-
cal cases. For SE20090326 and SE20151217, a strong surface cyclone in the GL/NP
vicinity was not only responsible for the WAA over the SE, but also the strong cold
front that swept through the region and provided surface-based lift for the onset of
the precipitating days. The strong surface boundary, coupled with the upper-level
large-scale forcing from the upstream longwave trough, was the primary reason for
the extreme precipitation in the SE for these cases. For SE20170422, a weak surface
cyclone developed over central Texas and moved through the region. An associated
warm front that accompanied this cyclone provided the surface-based ascent nec-
essary to enable parcels to reach their LCLs. For the tropical cases, the primary
surface-based mechanisms for ascent were outflow or sea-breeze boundaries. With
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SE20090326 37.56 16.89 65.85 60.64 45.5 32.36
SE20090430 60.96 24.04 64.88 60.78 55.63 40.49
SE20090910 76.97 53.25 73.62 67.92 64.92 51.66
SE20120709 89.42 78.52 81.17 74.29 75.89 64.48
SE20151217 36.18 13.41 66.44 60.78 41.18 28.52
SE20170422 43.04 24.51 70.94 67.62 48.17 35.84
Table 3.4: As in Table 3.2, but for the SE.
weak upper-level flow, negligible large-scale ascent, and high PWAT, multicellular
storms were most likely the dominating storm-type for the two tropical cases.
The event statistics for each of the cases in the SE are provided in Table 3.4. For
the mid-latitude cases, the dominating precipitating source was stratiform precipita-
tion. In addition, in these areas dominated by stratiform, the precipitation volume is
also dominated by stratiform precipitation. The tropical cases, however, are strongly
dominated by convection. Given the time of year of all of these events, the dominat-
ing source in all of the cases sheds light on what precipitation can be expected for a
given time of year in the SE.
3.2.3 Northern Plains
In the NP, there were 5 events that were highlighted for the analysis of this study,
all of which took place in late spring/summer time frame. All 5 of these events were
characterized as mid-latitude environments (Table 3.5). All of the events had an
upper-level trough over the region and some advection of temperature at 850 hPa.
All surface boundaries associated with precipitation for these events were on the
synoptic scale. In addition, high RH and high PWAT values were evident on the days
that experienced precipitation.
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At the 250 hPa and 500 hPa level, there was a mixture of different patterns that
aided the onset of precipitation. Firstly and more commonly, a longwave or shortwave
trough was typically located just upstream of the region of precipitation. In turn,
this provided the DCVA necessary for large-scale rising motion over the area. The
next pattern that was associated with precipitation was a zonal flow pattern with
embedded jet streaks. As the jet streak moved over the region, the areas that were
favorable for synoptic scale lift were the front right and back left regions of the
jet. These regions are where upper-level divergence occurs owing to the ageostrophic
response to the jet maxima in the entrance/exit regions of the jet (Bluestein, 1993).
The third pattern is ridging over the region with northwest flow aloft. This type of
pattern will foster lee cyclogenesis along the Rocky Mountains, which can support
moisture advection at 850 hPa into the region. A pattern that was not as common,
but still impactful was a ridge upstream of the region near the Rocky Mountains.
This type of pattern supports higher pressure at the surface between the ridge axis
and downstream trough axis. Areas that are south of the surface anticyclone will
experience easterly flow that transports moist air up the mountain range. In turn,
this air condenses and turns into a cluster of storms. The northwest flow aloft acts as
steering flow and transports, what turns into a mesoscale convective system (MCS),
over the region.
Every single case was aided by the deepening of an 850 hPa cyclone that moved
through the region. These cyclones were typically accompanied by strong southerly
flow ahead of a CFA and would remain over the region as a downstream anticyclone
stayed in place over the Atlantic coast. Not only does the strong southerly flow pro-
vide moisture advection in the region, but it also promotes large ascent and support
for excessive precipitation. In fact, each regional event had at least one day of pre-
cipitation where a LLJ was present on that day. Given the time of year of the cases,
consistent flow over the Rocky Mountains supports cyclone formation just east of the
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NP20130519 Mid-lat Y 2 WAA Y
Stationary
Boundaries

















Table 3.5: As in Table 3.1, but for the NP.
mountain range over the NP. High RH overspread the region, especially around the
850 hPa cyclone.
The positioning of the surface cyclone and associated synoptic boundaries varied
among the precipitating days in each event. In each of the events, there were two
different distinct surface patterns. The first pattern was a surface cyclone that devel-
oped in central Kansas. As the cyclone moved towards the northeast, CAA wrapped
around the surface cyclone over the extreme areas that experienced precipitation. The
second pattern was a surface cyclone that developed along the lee of the Rocky Moun-
tains in North Dakota and sometimes further south into the South Dakota/Nebraska
border. With this type of pattern, a warm front and attendant WAA overspread the
region, while a cold front swept through as the surface continued to moved towards
the GL region. With both of these scenarios, high PWAT (relative to the NP) was
in place over the region for the onset of precipitation. In addition, some events expe-
rienced convergence along surface troughing and stationary boundaries leftover from
surface cyclones. The primary forcing mechanisms for ascent at the surface, however,
were the warm fronts and the cold fronts that each of the events experienced in at
least one of the precipitating days.
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NP20110614 35.06 19.31 68.76 65.92 26.98 19.75
NP20130519 42.24 27.34 71.2 65.55 36.43 27.4
NP20140602 57.63 35.58 70.31 65.43 49.6 37.7
NP20160420 8.94 3.81 65.6 65.53 16.19 10.4
NP20170813 75.02 54.88 74.01 67.31 62.71 50.43
Table 3.6: As in Table 3.2, but for the NP.
Table 3.6 shows the event statistics for the all of the cases in the NP. In all but
one case (NP20170813), the dominating precipitating source was stratiform, where
percentages of convective dominance varied from 3.81% to 35.58% (column 3 of Ta-
ble 3.6). In these areas dominated by stratiform, the precipitating volume is also
dominated by stratiform precipitation. From a physical viewpoint, large-scale rising
motion from upper-level DCVA, 850 hPa WAA, and the synoptic surface boundaries
are responsible for the dominance in stratiform precipitation in the extreme areas. For
NP20170813, however, convection was not only the dominating precipitating source,
but the precipitating volume was convectively dominant as well. One hypothesis to
this difference is the fact that this case had a stationary boundary that remained over
the region, whereas the other cases had frontal boundaries that would move through
the region. The reasoning behind this hypothesis is that in the summertime surface
temperatures are warm beneath steep mid-level lapse rates, so convergence along this
boundary fosters continuous forced ascent over a large area and thus, favorable for
precipitation.
3.2.4 Great Lakes
In the GL, there were 5 events that were highlighted for the analysis of this
study, which ranged from late spring to late summer (Table 3.7). In this region, all
5 events were characterized as having mid-latitude environments for the onset of the
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precipitation. There were a lot of synoptic-scale features that were similar amongst
these cases. For example, at least 3 days in each event that produced precipitation
had a trough move through the region. In addition, every event experienced days
with WAA or CAA at 850 hPa during precipitating days. In some cases, however,
a CFA swept through the region behind areas of WAA. Both warm fronts and cold
fronts were in place in these events to foster rising motion at the surface. Finally,
every event had high RH at 850 hPa and high PWAT on days of precipitation.
At 250 hPa and 500 hPa, very similar patterns occurred on days that produced
precipitation. A trough was usually situated with the trough axis over the Rocky
Mountains along the Colorado/Kansas border and southwest flow over the region.
A broad, downstream ridge would build over the northeast CONUS, allowing for
continuous DCVA over the entire region. In addition, jet streaks within the upper
flow would add additional dynamical lift as they propagated through the region.
For example, the strongest jet streak that occurred in any event was in GL20160904,
specifically on September 7, 2016 at 00Z. The jet streak, which reached upwards of 120
kts, was elongated and oriented from southwestern Nebraska to northern Minnesota.
The large scale rising motion from the jet streak dynamics played a big role in the
widespread precipitation over the whole region. In fact, this same jet streak moved
through the ridge and helped to build the ridge and keep the upstream trough in
place. This trough-ridge pattern was very common amongst the cases.
At 850 hPa, the common pattern amongst all the cases was a deepening cyclone
in the NP or even southern Canada. This deepening cyclone would allow for warm,
moist air to be advected northward into the region. If the downstream ridge began
to build, then the 850 hPa cyclone would stay in place over the region with a CFA
moving over the region and high RH ahead of the front. In addition, high RH seemed
to also wrap around to the north side of the cyclone, as a secondary location for
precipitation development (i.e., an occlusion and trough of warm air aloft). The cold
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Table 3.7: As in Table 3.1, but for the GL.
front on the back side of the cyclone began to strengthen as the pressure gradient
tightened from a building anticyclone downstream. This tightening pressure gradient
also aided in stronger advection of temperature, both CAA and WAA, over the region.
At the surface, there were 3 distinct patterns that were associated with precipita-
tion, all involving the location and movement of the surface cyclone. The first pattern
is for the surface cyclone to develop to the west of the region, along the lee of the
Rocky Mountains. With this pattern, the surface cyclone would bring warm, moist
air northward. This is especially true for Minnesota and Wisconsin, where moisture
from evapotranspiration in Iowa is advected northward. The surface cyclone would
then move towards the northeast and a cold front associated with the cyclone would
sweep through the area. The second pattern is the development of a cyclone along
the northern periphery of the SP. When this cyclone moves towards the northeast
into the region, the extreme area is north of the cyclone where CAA wraps around
the cyclone to the east. The third pattern is a cyclone developing in Canada north of
North Dakota. This pattern is the most common amongst all of the events. As the
cyclone develops and deepens, warm air is drawn northward over the region. When
the cyclone moves towards the east, a cold front sweeps through the entire region,
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GL20110614 80.76 59.88 74.63 67.19 66.74 53.8
GL20130520 67.86 30.84 65.78 59.61 57.09 42
GL20140617 91.92 70.64 74.67 65.88 72.36 58.37
GL20160904 69.68 34.58 67.15 61.31 57.75 42.78
GL20170612 73.38 49.44 72.09 65.21 61.35 47.91
Table 3.8: As in Table 3.2, but for the GL.
allowing for large-scale ascent. In all of these different patterns, high PWAT is in
place before the fronts move through for the onset of precipitation.
Table 3.8 shows the statistics for all 5 of the events in the GL. Of the 5 cases, 2 of
them had convection as the dominating source, and 2 had stratiform as the dominating
source. GL20170612 was almost exactly 50/50 for convective/stratiform dominance,
here will say that this case was marginally convective dominant. For GL20110614
and GL20140617, the average convective rain fraction in areas that were convectively
dominated was at least 65%. In these areas of convective dominance for GL20110614
and GL20140617, the convective precipitation magnitude was 53.8% and 58.37%,
respectively. For these two cases, not only was convection the dominating source of
precipitation, but the precipitation that fell in the extreme areas were predominately
convective precipitation. For GL20130520, GL20160904, and GL20170612, stratiform
was the dominating source of precipitation. For the precipitation magnitude in these
events, precipitation that fell from the stratiform echoes produced the majority of the
precipitation for the event. Based off these statistics, stratiform precipitation is the
dominating source, especially in the late spring to early fall time frame.
3.2.5 Northeast
In the NE, there were 5 events that were used in the analysis of this study, all
of which were characterized as having mid-latitude environments. These 5 events
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spanned from late winter to late fall (Table 3.9). There were similarities and differ-
ences in the synoptic features amongst the cases. For example, each of the events
had a least 2 upper-level troughs that were supportive of precipitation. In addition,
CAA and WAA were evident over the region at 850 hPa. The magnitude of the
temperature advection at 850 hPa, however, differed depending on the time of year
of the event. At the surface, every event in the region had a synoptic-scale boundary
associated with precipitation. In some cases, a warm or cold front helped to produce
precipitation and in other cases, a stationary or an occluded front lingered over the
region.
At 250 and 500 hPa, the most common feature among the events was a longwave
trough upstream of the extreme areas. In addition to this trough, a jet streak would
form over the entire NE. The magnitude of this jet would change depending on the
time of year (i.e., stronger surface temperature gradient in the fall/winter than in
the summer), but the jet streak dynamics did not change. The jet streak dynamics
coupled with the large-scale rising motion from DCVA downstream of the trough axis
supports widespread precipitation throughout the region. Interestingly enough, the
primary areas of precipitation on days with this particular upper-level pattern were
focused on the right entrance and left exit regions of the jet. Another pattern that was
more common in the late spring to early summer events was embedded shortwaves
within a broader longwave trough. Perturbations within the broader longwave trough
allow for localized enhanced areas of DCVA.
At 850 hPa, the common pattern amongst the cases was the positioning of a
cyclone and associated temperature advection with the cyclone. One case in particular
had a strong response to the upper-level flow pattern. NE20110226 had a longwave
trough aloft and a strong jet streak upstream of the trough axis over the region.
The 850 hPa response to this pattern was a deepening cyclone over the region with
WAA upstream. The CAA, however, was positioned more equatorward than was is
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Table 3.9: As in Table 3.1, but for the NE.
typically associated with a deepening 850 hPa cyclone. The reasoning behind this is
because there was a trough of warm air aloft (trowal) that was wrapped around the
cyclone. Fig. 3.6 depicts the trowal directly over the NE. The airstream associated
with the trowal takes a cyclonic turn westward around the cyclone, and the warm
conveyer belt turns anticyclonically eastward along the warm front (Han et al., 2007).
In turn, the warm air cyclonically wrapping around the cyclone rises (and condenses)
until it eventually sinks within the cold, dry air beneath.
Other patterns at 850 hPa were less complex, but just as effective at producing
precipitation. For example, NE20130607 and NE20150609 events both had a cyclone
develop upstream of the region, drawing in warmer air from the south and colder
air from the north. In a QG framework, the upper-level response to this pattern is
a deepening trough upstream and a building ridge downstream, thus strengthening
the ageostrophic divergence aloft in the inflection point between the trough axis and
the ridge axis. In turn, this tightened the height gradient and helped for stronger
temperature advection over the region. In both of these events, the cyclone deepened
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Figure 3.6: As in Fig. 3.4, but for 03/07/2011 at 15Z. Trowal is evident over the NE
with high RH wrapping around the north and west side of the cyclone.
as it moved towards the northeast and a CFA moved through the extreme areas.
All of the events in this region had regions of high RH on days where precipitation
occurred.
At the surface, there were two distinct patterns among the 5 events. For NE20110226
and NE20171025, a cyclone at the surface continued to deepen as it moved through
the region. The deepening cyclones would tend to follow the Atlantic coast line as
the warm front associated with the cyclone remained parallel to the coast. The land-
ocean temperature gradient, given the time of year for both of these events, explains
why the warm front would tend linger around the coastline. The cold front associated
with the deepening cyclone was strong and provided sufficient surface-based lift for
precipitation. The other 3 cases, however had surface cyclones that were weak and
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NE20110226 0.08 0.03 68.81 79.14 2.89 1.53
NE20130607 30.33 13.18 65.53 60.93 34.43 23.86
NE20150609 61.76 37.69 69.88 63.2 53.19 40.29
NE20171025 0.23 0.03 59.22 65.86 7.6 4.2
NE20180513 67.11 34.46 67.63 62.47 57.52 43.07
Table 3.10: As in Table 3.2, but for the NE.
disorganized. The surface boundaries tended to stall and linger over the region, pro-
viding constant areas of horizontal vorticity that could be tilted and stretched into
the vertical. For all events except NE20110226 and NE20171025, there were high
PWAT in areas that received precipitation. For NE20110226, PWAT values of 20
mm were evident during the precipitating days and for NE20171025, PWAT did not
reach above 40 mm, primarily because these events took place in the cool season.
The event statistics for the NE can be seen in Table 3.10. The dominating source of
precipitation in all 5 of the cases is stratiform. The cases with the highest percentages
of convective dominance were the cases that occurred in the late spring to early
summer, and the cases with the lowest percentages of convective dominance occurred
in the fall/late winter. The convective precipitation magnitude in areas of convective
dominance was well below 50% in most cases, except for NE20150609 and NE20180513




S2S extreme precipitation can generate multiple impacts throughout the economy
and in society at large. While the primary focus of previous research has been on daily
or sub-daily precipitation events, examining precipitation events on the S2S timescale
was explored here. Using a database of 14-day extreme precipitation events and
analyzing the dominant precipitating source of each event is an appropriate place to
start in order to shed light on the characteristics of each event. Working in predefined
geopolitical boundaries within the CONUS allow for more accurate representation of
the synoptic drivers for each region.
In the SP, half of the events were characterized as tropical, and half were char-
acterized as mid-latitude environments; all of which took place from late spring to
summer. From Table 3.1, it appears that there is some seasonality with the char-
acteristics of the events. From the events in this study, mid-latitude environments
seem to take place in the late spring, while tropical environments are confined to
the summer months. Intuitively, these findings are consistent with the positioning of
the STJ over the U.S. In the beginning of summer, the STJ starts to position itself
more poleward, as the equator-pole temperature gradient decreases. All of the events,
except for one that occurred in the late summer, had a upper-level trough positioned
upstream of the region that experienced precipitation. This type of dynamical forc-
ing is similar to other studies that looked at the hydrometeorological environments of
extreme rainstorms in the SP (Bradley and Smith, 1994; Smith and Younkin, 1972).
Bradley and Smith (1994) characterized strong dynamical forcing events as having a
strong shortwave, longwave trough, or cutoff low upstream up of the region. The jet
stream configuration for the onset of precipitation in the SP events is similar to that
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in Smith and Younkin (1972) (Figure 1 in Smith and Younkin (1972)). In fact, the
positioning of the inflection point between the trough axis and ridge axis for these
events are also similar in Smith and Younkin (1972), with the heaviest precipitation
amounts in advance of the inflection point. The aforementioned upper-level pattern
associated with precipitation will foster predominately southerly flow at 850 hPa. In
turn, this will allow for warm, moist air to be advected into the region. Deep mois-
ture and the transport of that moisture are common in extreme precipitation events
(Bradley and Smith, 1994; Smith et al., 2010). In fact, Schroeder et al. (2016) found
that urban flash flooding events across the CONUS were associated with anomalous
values of PWAT that often exceeded the 99th percentile. Mid-latitude environments
in the SP are typically associated with cold fronts, warm fronts, or stationary fronts
where as tropical environments are triggered from mesoscale boundaries (i.e., outflow
boundaries). Convection was the primary source of precipitation in 5 of the 6 cases
(Table 3.2). There is a high likelihood of convective dominant precipitation during
the late spring to early summer in the SP because during this time of year surface
temperatures are warm, deep moisture is advected into the region, and mid-level lapse
rates are steep. With that being said, weak forcing should be sufficient to trigger the
onset of precipitation.
In the SE, 4 of the 6 events were classified as mid-latitude and the other 2 were
classified as tropical. It appears that in the winter and early-to-late spring, mid-
latitude driven events are more likely than tropical events, similar to that of the
SP. Keim (1996) investigated the synoptic and seasonal patterns of heavy rainfall
events across the SE and found that frontal systems (especially cold fronts) were
the primary mechanism for precipitation. In addition, this study found that tropi-
cal disturbances are more likely to occur in the summertime because of the lack of
mid-tropospheric airflow and and the positioning of the Bermuda High. In the mid-
latitude environments where precipitation occurred, there was either WAA or CAA
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present, whereas in the tropical environments there was no temperature advection.
Maddox et al. (1979) found similar results in mid-latitude cases with southerly WAA
over regions of precipitation (Fig. 6b in Maddox et al. (1979)). For the mid-latitude
cases, stratiform precipitation was the dominating source with percentages upwards
of 86% (SP20151217). Tropical events, however were dominated by convection, with
percentages upwards of 89% (Table 3.4). Here, the likelihood and intensity of con-
vective precipitation increases in the summer owing to deep moisture in the lower
troposphere, instability, and mesoscale boundaries that are focal points for conver-
gence and subsequent upward motion.
In the NP, all 5 of the cases were characterized as mid-latitude environments. Of
the 5 cases, 4 of them were dominated by stratiform precipitation (Table 3.6). The
only case that was dominated by convection was a late summer case; the precipitation
volume, however, was almost split 50/50 amongst convection and stratiform for this
case. The most common upper-level pattern associated with precipitation was a
trough positioned just upstream of the region. Flanagan et al. (2018) found that
during pluvial years in the NP, positive height anomalies over the central western
coast of the CONUS facilitate more storm systems to move through the region. In all 5
cases, a deepening cyclone was accompanied by strong southerly flow (LLJ), advecting
moisture into the region. The positioning of the 850 hPa cyclone upstream of the
region and associated WAA over the region, in tandem with DCVA from the upper-
level trough, provided large-scale rising motion necessary for widespread precipitation
in each of the events. At the surface, two distinct patterns fostered additional lift for
precipitating systems. The first pattern consisted of cyclone development in central
Kansas and the movement of the cyclone just downstream of the region. In turn,
CAA wrapped around the cyclone and provided sufficient lift for precipitation. The
second pattern consisted of cyclone development along the lee of the Rockies in North
Dakota and further south into the South Dakota/Nebraska border. As this cyclone
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moved towards the northeast, a cold front would traverse the region moving into
the warm sector. From these patterns, it is evident that large-scale features such as
an upper-level trough and surface cold front play a huge role in facilitating upward
motion over a large domain. From a regional perspective, stratiform dominance fits
the intuitive model primarily because deep moisture advection this far poleward is
not as prominent as in the SP or SE, so instability is less than these regions. In
addition, with limited moisture transport, LCLs are much higher than regions that
are more equatorward, so a deeper synoptic boundary (i.e., cold front) is going to be
necessary for parcels to reach their LCLs.
In the GL, all 5 of the events were characterized as mid-latitude environments.
GL20110614 and GL20140617 were dominated by convective precipitation and precip-
itation magnitude, whereas the other 3 cases were predominately stratiform dominant.
It appears that summertime is when there is the greatest chance for convective domi-
nance owing to the likelihood of the juxtaposition of an upper-level trough and surface
cold front sweeping through an unstable warm sector. Typical upper-level patterns
associated with precipitation in the GL consist of a trough positioned upstream of
the region along the Rocky Mountains. A downstream ridge would build over the
NE, allowing for the trough to remain in place and continuous DCVA over the region.
This pattern is consistent with the findings of Jennrich et al. (2020) in that there is a
trough-ridge pattern in the GL that is favorable for precipitation. In fact, Fig. 3c in
Jennrich et al. (2020) shows that both the trough upstream and the ridge downstream
of the GL is statistically significant for these extreme precipitation events. At 850
hPa, a deepening cyclone is typically located along the NP and vicinity. Upstream
of the cyclone, warm, moist air is advected into the region. As the cyclone moves
over the region, a CFA along the western periphery of the cyclone moves over the
warm, moist environment and creates additional lift for widespread precipitation. At
the surface, there are 3 distinct patterns associated with the cyclone that help aid in
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precipitation development (see Section 3.2.4). Each of these surface patterns involve
a cold frontal passage through the region, which increases the likelihood of stratiform
precipitation from large-scale ascent.
In the NE, all 5 of the events were characterized as mid-latitude environments
and were strongly dominated by stratiform. There appears to be no seasonality in
complete convective dominance (i.e., convective dominance greater than 50%), but
there is seasonality in when convective precipitation is most likely to be expected
(i.e., late spring to early summer). This, in part, is mostly due to the seasonality in
surface temperature and available moisture in the region. The primary upper-level
feature associated with these events was a longwave trough positioned just upstream
of the region. This upper-level pattern promotes southerly moisture advection and
strong QG forcing over the NE (Agel et al., 2019; Jennrich et al., 2020). At 850 hPa,
a cyclone upstream of the region would promote southerly, Atlantic moisture into
the region. One event that had a different pattern at 850 hPa was NE20110226. In
this event, a deepening cyclone was over the region and a trowal was responsible for
precipitation along the backside (upstream) of the cyclone. At the surface, there was
a deepening cyclone with WAA ahead of the cyclone and a cold front with associated
CAA behind the cyclone. Dowdy and Catto (2017) found that a cyclone with a frontal
boundary is the most common cause of extreme precipitation in the NE. Catto and
Pfahl (2013) found that roughly 40-50% of extreme precipitation (6-h ERA-Interim)
in the NE occurs with warm fronts in close proximity to the precipitation.
Overall, tropical environments are confined to the lower latitude regions (i.e., SP
and SE), and are more likely to occur in the summer months when temperatures are
warm and moisture is easily accessible from the Gulf of Mexico. The poleward shift
of the STJ in the summer months significantly reduces the dynamical forcing aloft.
In turn, these events rely on mesoscale boundaries at the surface to provide the nec-
essary lift to support precipitation and because of this, are predominately convective
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in nature. Microphysically, these tropical environments are undergoing warm-rain
processes, where particles mainly grow in the liquid phase at altitudes where tem-
peratures are above 0◦C. Mid-latitude environments were predominately stratiform
dominant, and were not bound to any seasonality. Stratiform dominant precipitation
east of the Rocky Mountains is primarily focused more poleward primarily because of
the collocation of upper-level forcing and attendant synoptic boundaries at the sur-
face. A few cases in the GL and one case in the NP were convectively dominant, but
still held characteristics to mid-latitude environments (i.e., upper-level disturbances,
synoptic boundaries, etc.). Mid-latitude environments are typically associated with
cool rain processes where particles generally grow in the ice phase. Understanding
the different environmental characteristics within each region will shed light on the
microphyisical aspects of each precipitating event.
General synoptic patterns associated with extreme precipitation events through-
out the CONUS include a trough/ridge dipole, with the trough axis centered just
upstream of the region. This finding compliments the work done in Jennrich et al.
(2020), where they found a trough/ridge dipole across many regions in the CONUS.
Additionally, low-level moisture advection prior to and during the extreme precip-
itation event is similar to that in Jennrich et al. (2020). For most of the regions,
the moisture source came from the Gulf of Mexico. In regions like the NP and GL,
moisture could have come from the Gulf of Mexico, but it is more likely that low-
level moisture advected into the region was recycled moisture from the SP or the
SE. Many characteristic patterns associated with these extreme precipitation events
found in this study agree with previous literature. This study is also consistent with
Konrad (2001), who found that the position of the 500 hPa trough is upstream of the
precipitating area. Additionally, Konrad (2001) suggested that there are characteris-
tic patterns other than mid-level troughing that support extreme precipitation, such
as moisture advection.
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The results herein could be useful for the stakeholder communities east of the
Rockies. Knowing the precipitation source for each region and seasonality can shed
light on the daily impacts within an S2S extreme precipitation event. For exam-
ple, if convective precipitation is more likely to occur during the summer in the SP,
stakeholder communities within this region can expect more flash flooding with any
training convective cells. From a predictability standpoint, these results are not in-
tended to predict the S2S event itself, but rather the precipitation days within the
S2S event. This information will be used to help build a statistical model in order
to better predict these S2S extreme precipitation events, as apart of the broader
PRES2iP project.
One of the caveats that arise in this study is the dataset resolution. For example, it
would be more advantageous to use a higher spatial and temporal resolution dataset in
order to bolster greater confidence in convective/stratiform designation. Furthermore,
increasing sensitivity to microphysics of precipitating systems, such that variability
in radar-rain rate relations to tropical or mid-latitude designations can be accounted
for. A limitation to the way this study utilizes PWAT is that a regional extrema
threshold is based off of individual locations within the region. In addition, there is
no classification algorithm that is perfect and it is possible that improvements to SL3D
(or an alternative approach) could result in improvements of partitioning rainfall into
convective and stratiform sources, but this is a minor source of variability in the long
list of methods employed here. In the future, work could be done on additional metrics
for characterizing mid-latitude/tropical environments (i.e., using tropopause height).
In addition, future work could also include comparing environmental characteristics
among regions and with greater statistical evaluation, rather than comparing event
to event within the same region. With this additional knowledge, a statistical model
could be built to help better predict these events. Finally, literature on extreme
precipitation events in the GL and NP is lacking, so focusing on these two regions
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